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Musashino Art University Museum & Library - Sou Fujimoto

I chose this image because it demonstrates this wonderful idea of space being used for multiple purpose. Not only is this a threshold 
for vertical circulation but also a showcase, lounging, or seating area. This adaptive quality is how small space should be utilized 
to maximize square footage; however, without any dominate boundary defining features, there is the unavoidable nature of this space 
becoming chaotic. Normally books are stacked, catalogued and need to be constantly re-shelved, so this space makes that operation 
hard and overly difficult to perform especially if there is a cart that be pushed around by the worker performing this task. 

If this space is used for regeneration of income for the library than all its architectural features might work in harmony. By having 
all the out-of-circulation and second hand books here for users to sort through like in the game of treasure hunt, then this space 
has the ability to be inviting to users who love books to browse, and read . This quest will hopefully result in the purchase of a pre 
used book and the income will benefit the community. 

 This space is good example of a dialectic fusion between of public exposure that comes with natural lighting and privacy for 
the user. This space does justice to the idea of wrapping the user away from the exterior -outside, with low windows limiting the 
large portion of the view to the ground, while they are mentally away from their bodies into the fictional space that the world of 
books has to provide. Also this space with its white stairs and hand rails, along with dark cabinetry that is part of the walls seems 
to dwarf the sensation of smallness against the double ceiling height. Also the terminating corner creations a clean wall line while 
going from spacious to a narrow space where the ratio of space to user has a more intimate quality.  

 From visual inspection I chose this space because it is monumental. The high ceiling height versus the small furnitures 
are a weird combination. This space also address the problem of expansive space/view becoming overly dominant when instead 
the point of dominance should be noted to the books and the process of steeping information into the mind. However the flora 
outside the windows bring back the sense of privacy by filtering/become a second wall that conceals the inside from the outside 
view. It makes this subtle promise of nature and space yet doesn t really expose it in the traditional sense of direct optical 
views. 
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